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INTRODUCTION

In recent years the investigation of environmental variables in

educational settings and their relationship to the functioning individual

has been revitalized as an area of strong research concern in the social

sciences. Bloom (1964) has emphasized the importance of developing

measures of various environments as crucial for the accurate control,

prediction, and effective manipulation of learning outcomes. While much

has been accomplished in the development of "low inference" measures to

assess stimulus and response variables in educational environments during

the past 10 to 15 years, their practicality in terms of large scale research

and ability to predict specific learning outcomes has fostered much

criticism. It is, thus, questionable whether direct observational systems

have the potential for fully describing the totality of the person-

environment interactions present in the educational context. In addition,

their usefulness in identifying more global factors mediating the learning

environment and learning outcomes is suspect.

Since 1966, several studies have demonstrated that students' perceptions

of characteristics of the classroom learning environment can be measured

reliably, and that "high inference" measures are valid predictors of

learning (Walberg, 1974). Indeed, a strong case has been made by some

educational researchers in support of a return to, and the continued

development of high rather than low inference measures to pinpoint useful

socio-psychological variables having relevance for arranging classroom

environments to optimize learning Outcomes.

According to Anderson (1973), the revitalized interest and concern

for the development and validation of school social climate measures began
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1.

The purpose of this paper was to assess whether the "rational"

scale structure of the LEI (originally derived from a logical sorting

procedure to insure homogeneity of item content for separate scales)

matches its "empirical" structure derived from a large sample factor

analysis of students' responses to the instrument. Owing to the nature

of item content (intuitive grammatical redundancy) and the rather large

number of individual scales on the instrument, it was predicted that

some item rearrangement along the scales and a more simplistic factor

structure would emerge from a simple principal components analysis.

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

Sample

The sample for this study consisted of 4,465 secondary students

in schools located in the Southeastern United States. The schools

represented a wide variety of urban/rural differences and socioeconomic

backgrounds. Students ranged in age from 12 to 18 years, with an average

age of 14 years. Both males and females were approximately evenly

represented in the sample (50.2% males, and 48.87. ,females).

Instrumentation

The Learning Environment Inventory is an instrument designed to

measure the social climate of a class as perceived by the pupils within it.

The 1969 revision used in this study consisted of 105 items evenly

distributed across 15 climate dimensions. The scale names are as follows:

Cohesiveness, Diversity, Formality, Speed, Environment, Friction, Goal

Direction, Favoritism, Difficulty, Apathy, Democratic, Cliqueness,

Satisfaction, Disorganization, ani Competitiveness. The LEI scales and

a listing of their individual items can be found in Appendix A.

5
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5

about 40 minutes to complete with groups ranging in size from approximately

75 to 400 students.

Statistical Analyses

Individual student responses to the 105 LEI items were subjected to a

principal components factor analysis and varimax rotation solution following

procedures as outlined by Dixon (1973). Squared multiple correlation co-

efficients were used as initial communality estimates. Before analysis, all

items were coded in a manner consistent with the original LEI scale names so

that a maximum score of 4 (Strongly Agree) for any item was associated with

an increase in the dimension represented by the scale name.

RESULTS

Consistent with predicted results, the application of a principal com-

ponents factor analysis procedure with orthogonal rotation to the large sam-

ple of student responses yielded only six salient factors (minimum eigen value=

1.00) accounting for approximately 24% of the total test variance. Of the

105 LEI items, only 18 failed to load .30 or greater on one of the six factors.

Table 1 presents the number of significantly loaded items associated

with the original LEI scales and their placement relative to the six factors

resulting from the analysis. In addition to the 18 items failing to load on

any factor, the decision was made to eliminate items loading on more than one

factor (n=12) if the difference between their respective loadings was less

than .10. Items loading in a bipolar manner were maintained and placed on the

factors relative to their highest loading. These additional criteria for

placement were established in an attempt to meet the general assumptions of

orthogonality and to enhance interpretation of the factors. With the appli-

cation of these additional criteria to the placement fo significantly load-

ed items, only 81 items remained for the six salient factors.
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6

In observing the data in Table 1, several general trends seem noticeable.

The items representing the original LEI scales were scattered among the six

factors with clustering on factors for some items and scales more predominant

than for others. For example, five of the possible seven items originally

classified as measuring Goal Direction, significantly and positively loaded

on Factor 2, with the remaining items loading negatively on Factor 3. Similarly,

all five of the significant items for the Environment scale loaded positively

on Factor 2. The original scales of Formality, Speed, and Competitiveness

were somewhat underrepresented with only 3 of a possible 7 items significantly

loading on any of the 6 factors. It is interesting to note that all items

significantly loading on Factors 1, 3, and 5 were negative, while those loading

on Factors 2, 4, and 6 were all positively weighted. It appears that little

item homogeneity for the original LEI scales is found with respect to their

loadings across the six salient factors derived from this analysis. That is,

while some clustering of items representing the respective scales was noted,

there was a tendency for the items making up a particular scale to be dispersed

across more than one factor.-

Appendix B presents a listing of the significantly weighted LEI items

for each of the six factors resulting from this analysis and the direction

and magnitude of their respective factor loadings. In addition, the original

LEI scale name with which they are associated is included, as well as load

ings and factor numbers for items loading on a second factor. The classi

fication represented is based on the selection and placement criteria de

scribed above.

DISCUSSION

Assuming that the or .ginal scale names of the LEI adequately reflect

the contenesOf their repiesentative items, the data in Table I depict some

8



7

interesting relationships between the LEI scales and students' perceptions

in this sample. The most heavily weighted factor (Factor 1) in terms of the

percentage of item variance accounted for is characterized by students'

perception of a school climate/learning environment as being relatively less

disorganized (Disorganization), showing less Favoritism, and generally less

Apathetic. Factor 2 seems to consist predominantly of students' perceptions

of the school setting as having more Goal Direction, a better Environment,

more satis fying (Satisfaction), and a greater display of general Democratic

treatment of students. Factor 3 seems heavily comprised of Apathy, Clique-

ness, and Friction. Factor 5 is most heavily weighted in terms of Diversity

items. While little item homogeneity for the LEI items seemed evident as

mentioned above, it is interesting to note that combinations of scales de-

scribing the separate factors generally varied from one factor to the next.

For example, the particular combination of LEI scales comprising Factor 1

were seemingly different than those describing Factor 2, etc.

Several tentative conclusions about the original structure of the LEI

seem warranted given the results in this study. It appears that the separate

scales originally derived from a rational sorting procedure to insure homo-

geneity of item content are not independent in their structure, and that the

process of empizically factor analyzing students' responses (perceptions) of

their school climate/learning environment does not yield a factor structure

matching the instrument's original scale names. This may poiat to the im-

portance of developing future environmental measures using empirical approaches

to item development rather than that derived from tenets of sociopsychological

theory and the judgments of persons concerning the meaning of item "content"

As regards specific items, data presented here indicate that fully 23%

(N=24) of the original 105 LEI items show either no meaningful relationship

to the factors empirically derived in this study, or are loaded on more than

9



8

one factor. It might be noted in this regard that a subsequent analysis

utilizing the same sample (N=4,465), and lowering the minimum eigen value to

.40 in order to assess the alignment of the LEI items over a minimum of 15

factors, failed to demonstrate that the items loaded in line with their

original scale classifications. Thus it appears that the total instrument's

"empirical" structure is not comprised of 15 separate factos, but may measure

only six global characteristics of the school climate/learning environment.

Whlle it is difficult to derive specific factor "names" for the factors

emerging !i.rom this analysis, it seems reasonab.l e-. to view the structure of

the LEI in much more global terms than those proposed by Anderson (1973). In

viewing the alignment of significantly weighted items from this analysis

for each factor (Appendix 8), a more parsimonious structure (6 Factors) and

more global interpretation of each factor seems in order. The comments that

follow are based on two considerations: 1) the magnitude of specific item

loadings relative to other items, and 2) the number of items having common

"content." Factor 1 seems to consist of student perceptions depicting general

interpersonal tension, involvement, and class organization. Factor 2 depicts

a general school attitude characterized by cohesive, goal oriented, and con-

trolled class activity. Factor 3 seems to depict general estrangement from

other students and academic activities...a possible composite of perceived

"social distance" and confusion. Xactor 4 might be labeled "general school

interpersonal malaise." Factor 5 seems to be heavily comprised of perceptions

of student interests, work and friendships. And Factor 6, while having only

A significantly weighted items, might be interpreted as representing student

perceptions of the rigidity of "instructional press." Thus, two broad categories

qemmingly emerge from this analysis...a first set of factors (numbers 1,3,4,

and 5) dealing with interpersonal "kinds of things", and a second set (num-

bers 2 and 6) centering on instructional "kinds of things". Again, while

10
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difficult to apply 3pecific factor names to the six salient factors pre-

sented here, it appears that the LEI as originally constructed (15 scales)

is more simple in structure, and measures more global student perceptions

of the school climate/learning environment than those proposed in Anderson (1973).

In conclusion those using the LEI in future educational research for

diagnostic and prescriptive purposes might be well advised to consider the

instrument as measuring more "global" student perceptions than originally

implied. The findings reported here suggest that considerable item/scale

revision of the instrument is in order. It may be that those developing

"high inference" measures to assess characteristics of the school environ-

ment make faulty leaps in both logic methodology, and subsequent inter-

pretation of research findings, by assuming that the rationally judged mean-

ing and feeling for a particular instrument item is the same as that of the

respondent for which the measure is being created. As a respondent considers

the totality or specifics of the school setting in relationship to a parti-

cular item, his response may entail a perception quite different from that

of Cie instrument developer.

Even though factor analysis can be approached in a myriad of ways,

setting many different criteria for factor extraction and the selection and

placement of scale items, it may be, as Nunnally (1975) has suggested, that

the principal components, varimax rotation solution to instrument development

applied in this analysis is as meaningful as any. If this be the case, then

the conclusions cited above may well hold in the future application of factor

analytic techniques to responses on the LEI as it currently exists.



TABLE 1

Summary of the Number of Significantly Loaded Items

From the Original LEI Scales and their Respective Factor Placements

FACTORS

LEI SCALES 1* 2 3* 4 5* 6 Row Totals

1. Cohesiveness 2 2 2 6

2. Diversity 2 1 4 7

3. Formality 2 1 3

4. Speed 2 1 3

5. Environment 5 5

6. Friction 2 4 1 7

7. Goal Direction 5 2 7

8. Favoritism 3 2 4

9. Cliqueness 1 3 2 6

10. Satisfaction 4 1,
5

11. Disorganization 4 2 6

12. Difficulty 1 2 2 5

13. Apathy 3 4 7

14. Democratic 4 3 7

15. Competitiveness 2 1 3

Column Totals 13 26 -§- 19 10 IF 81

* All items for factor negatively loaded.

1 2
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SCALES AND ITEMS

OF THE
LEARNING ENVIRONmENT INVENTORY

A. Cohesiveness

1. Members of the
classes do favors for one another.

2. A student has the chance to get to know all other students

in my classes-

3. Members of mY el-asses are personal friends.

4. All students know each other very well.

5. Students are not in close enough contact to develop likes

or dislikes for one another.

6. My classes are made up of individuals who do not know each
other well.

7. Each student knows the other members of my classes by their

first names.

B. Diversity

1. MY classes have students with many different interests.

2. Interests varY greatlY within my classes.

3. Some students are interested in completely different things

than other students.

4. Class member s tend to Pursue diff erent kinds of problems.

5. My classes divide their efforts among several purposes.

6. My classes ore gorking toward many different goals.

tudents vary a7. Different s great deal regarding which aspects

of my classes they are interested in.

C. Formality

1. Students who break the rules are Penalized.

2. My classe s have rules to guide their activities.

3. Students are asked to follow strict rules.

15



Appendix A page 2

Formality (continued)

4. My classes are rather informal and few rules are imposed.

5. There is a recognized right and wrong way of going about
class activities.

6. All classroom procedures are well-established.

7. There is a set of rules for the students to follow.

D. Speed

1. The pace of my classes is rushed.

2. My classes have plenty of time to cover the prescribed amount
of work.

3. Students do not have to hurry to finish their work.

4. There is little time for day-dreaming.

5. My c1P-,q members feel rushed to finish their work.

6. My c14, .3 have difficulty keeping up with their assigned work.

7. "The course materials are covered quickly.

E. Environment

1. The books and equipment students need or want are easily
available to them in the classrooms.

2. A good collection of books and magazines is available in my
classrooms for students to use.

3. The students would be proud to show their classrooms to a
visitor.

4. My classrooms are bright and comfortable.

5. There are displays around my classrooms.

6. My classrooms are too crowded.

7. There is enough room for both individual and group work.

16



Appendix A page 3

F. Friction

1. There is constant bickering among class members.

2. Certain students have no respect for other students.

3. There are tensions among certain groups of students that tend
to interfere with class activities.

4. Certain students in my classes are responsible for petty
quarrels.

5. Certain students don't like other students.

6. Certain students are considered uncooperative.

7. There is an undercurrent of feeling among students that tends
to pull my classes apart.

G. Goal Direction

1. My classes know exactly what they have to get done.

2. The objectives of my classes are not clearly recognized.

3. 'Students have little idea of whlt my classes are attempting
to accomplish.

4. The objectives of my classes are specific.

5. Each student knows the goals of the courses.

6. My classes realize exactly how much work they have to do.

7. Each student in my classes has a clear idea of the class goals.

H. Favoritism

1. The better students' questions are more sympathetically
answered than those of the average students.

2. All the students in my classes enjoy the same privileges.

3. The better students are granted special privileges.

4. Only the good students are given special projects.

17.
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Favoritism (continued)

5. My classes are controlled by actions °f
mbera

'n-lo '

favored.

,Dline
6.

einStudents who have past histories of disc- At 100
are discriminated against.

7. Certain students are favored more theS the rest'

I. Cliqueness

I. Certain students work only with their clos

2. Students cooperate equally with all class tteol,s.

eir
3. Some students refuse to mix with the rest of 01 °k%aes.

vl
4. Some groups of students work together relgardl0

of
eS qqt the

others in the classes are doing.

5. Certain groups of friends tend to sit t0aQther,

ends.

4 memb,
6. Most students cooperate equally with othet 600' S.

7. Certain students stick together in sOall &roue'

J. Satisfaction

I. The students enjoy their class work.
omall

2. Personal dissatisfaction with my claSses Is 00 tc, be
a problem.

if

3. Many students are dissatisfied with ouch that 11'1

clas

aork a
4. There is considerable dissatisfactio0 with the

t lasseat
bay c

5. The members look forward to coming to
vings

clas oee

otisf,
6.

, sen,,
After my classes, the students have - ---f. of 'ttio0'

class
7. Students are well-satisfied with the *Iclk Of a
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Appendix A page 5

K. Disorganization

1. There are long periods during which my classes do nothing.

2. The work of my classes is frequently interrupted when some
students have nothing to do.

3. My classes are well organized.

4. The classes are disorganized.

5. My classes are well-organized and efficient.

6. Many class members are confused by what goes on in my classes.

7. There is a great deal of confusion during class meetings.

L. Diff ity

1. The work in my classes is difficult.

2. Students are constantly challenged.

3. The subject studied requires no particular aptitude on the

part of the students.

4. Students in my classes tend to find the work hard to do.

5. The subject presentations in my classes are elementary for many

students.

6. Most students consider the subject matter easy.

7. Many students in the school would have difficulty doing the

advanced work of my classes.

M. Apathy

1. Failure of my classes would mean little to individual members.

2. Students don't care about the future of the class as a group.

3. Members of my classes don't care what the class does.

19
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Share a
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nn concern for the success of my classes.

S. _c
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6.
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dents reat ocern"eve a for the progress of my classes.
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cloaS defl., tend to be made by all the students.

Dec4siOris
alfeCcing MY clas ses tend to be made democratically.

3. rtain sttldenra have
ore influence on my classes than others.

4
Certain students imPose

th eir wishes on the whole class.

melrlbst of mY elSeses has as much influence as any other
r

meMbe

Oat MY Cl4sseS d° is det ermined by all the students.

few maslb of my classes have much greater influence than
othe ers
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CollIpeci.tiveness

1. !vet st4denra vent their work to be better than their friends'

vlo°c.

2 dents ..:111113ata to.
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aee who can do the best work.

3 few of
c-'
lass Tri
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A s the

er -
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Sc feel left c'et unless they compete with their classmates.
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Item

FACTOR 1
(Eigen Value=10.25)

Additional
Loading

Scale and
Name Loadinaa (Factor Number)

1. There is constan. bickering among
class members. Friction -.38

2. There are tensi-Ais among certain
groups of stu%ents that tend to
interfere wich class activities. Friction -.31

3. The bette,: students are granted
special privileges. Favoritism -.34

4. Only the good students are given
spezial projects. Favoritism -.35

5. My classes are controlled by
actions of a few members who are
favored. Favoritism -.35

6. The work of my classes is fre-
quently Interrupted when some
students have nothing to do. Disorganization -.31

7. Students cooperate equally with
all c:lass members. Cliqueness -.33

8. My classes are well organized. Disorganization -.49

9. My classes are well-organized
and efficient. Disorganization -.48

10. Failure of my classes would mean
little to individual members. Apathy -.35

11. The classes are disorganized. Disorganization -.53

12. Students don't care about the
future of the class as a group. Apathy -.41

13. Members of my classes don't care
what the class does. Apathy -.38

22.
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FACTOR 2
(Eigen Value=7.23)

Item

1. A student has the chance to get
to know all other students in
my classes.

2. All students know each other
very well.

3. My classes divide their efforts
among several purposes.

4. My classes are working toward
many different goals.

5. There is a recognized right and
wrong way of going about class
activities.

6. All class procedures are well
established.

7. A good collection of books and
magazines is available in my
classrooms for students to use.

8. The students would be proud to
show their classrooms to a
visitor.

9. My classrooms are bright and
comfortable.

10. There is enough room for both indi
vidual and group work.

11. There are displays around my
classrooms.

12. My classes know exactly what they
have to get done.

Scale
Name

Additional
Loading

and

Loading (Factor Number)

Cohesiveness .41

Cohesiveness .47

Diversity .31

Diversity .38

Formality .38

Formality .53

Environment .37

Environment .49

Environment .47

Environment .41

Environment .37

Goal Direction .43
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Item

13. The objectives of my classes
are specific.

14. Each student knows the.goalspOf
the courses.

15. My classes realize exactly how
much work they have to do.

16. Each student in my classes has
a clear idea of the class goals.

17. The students enjoy their class
work.

18. After my classes, the students
have a sense of satisfaction.

19. The members look forward to
coming to class meetings.

20. Students are well-satisfied
with the wrk of my classes.

21. Class decisions tend to be
made by all the students.

22. Decisions affecting my classes
tend to be made democratically.

23. Each member of my classes has as
much influency as any other mem-
ber.

24. What my classes do is deter-
mined by all the students.

25. Students feel left out unless
they compete with their class-
mates.

26. There is much competition in
my classes.

FACTOR 2
(continued)

Scale
Name

Additional
Loading

and
Loading (Factor Number)

Goal Direction .48

Goal Direction .54

Goal Direction .48

Goal Direction .53

Satisfaction .41

Satisfaction .54

Satisfaction .46

Satisfaction .51

Democratic .44

Democratic .30

Democratic .47

Democratic .47

Competitiveness .31

Competitiveness .30
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FACTOR 3
(Eigen Value=2.38)

Item

1. Students are not in close enough
contact to develop likes or dis-
likes for one another.

2. My classes are made up of indivi-
duals who do not know each other
well.

3. The objectives of my classes are not
clearly recognized.

4. Students have little idea of what
my classes are attempting to
accomplish.

5. There is considerable dissatis-
faction with the work of my
classes.

6. The subject presentations in my
classes are elementary for many
students.

7. Certain students have more in-
fluence on my classes than others.

8. Certain students impose their
wishes on the whole class.

9. A few members of my classes
have much greater influence
than the other members.

Scale
Name

Additional
Loading
and

Loading (Factor Number)

Cohesiveness -.33

Cohesiveness -.34

Goal Direction -.31

Goal Direction -.39

Satisfaction -.31

Difficulty -.36

Democratic -.32

Democratic -.34

Democratic -.43
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FACTOR 4
(Eigen Value=1.93)

Item

1. My classes have difficulty keeping
up with their assigned work.

2. Different students vary a great
deal regarding which aspects of
my classes they are interested in.

3. The course materials are covered
quickly.

4. Certain students in my classes
are responsible for petty quarrels.

5. There is an undercurrent of feel-
ing among students that tends to
pull my classes apart.

6. Certain students don't like other
students.

7. Certain students are considered

uncooperative.

8. . Certain students are favored
more than the rest.

9. Certain groups of friends tend
to sit together.

10. Most students cooperate equally
with other class members.

11. Certain students stick together
in small groups.

12. Many class members are confused
by what goes on in my classes.

13. There is a great deal of confusion
during class meetings.

14. Most students consider the sub-
matter easy.

Scale
Name Loading

Additional
Loading

and
(Factor Number)

Speed .46

Diversity .46

Speed .38

Friction .31

Friction .47

Friction .47 -.33 (5)

Friction .49

Favoritism .53

Cliqueness .46 -.40 (5)

Cliqueness .44

Cliqueness .60 -.30 (5)

Disorganization .30

Disorganization .44

Difficulty .37 -.32 (3)
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FACTOR 4
(continued)

Item

15. Many students in the school would
have difficulty doing the advanced
work of my classes.

16. Students share a common concern for
the success of my classes.

17. Most students sincerely want my
classes to be a success.

18. Failure of my classes would mean
nothing to most members.

19. Students have a great concern for
the progress of my classes.

27

Additional
Loading

Scale and

Name Loading (Factor Number)

Difficulty .47

Apathy .42

Apathy .35

Apathy .44 .32 (1)

Apathy .51



FACTOR 5
(Eigen Value=1.65)

Item

1. Members of the classes do favors
for one another.

2. Members of my classes are personal
friends.

3. My classes have students with many
different interests.

4. Interests vary greatly within my
classes.

5. Some students are interested in
completely different things
than other students.

6. Class members tend to pursue
different.kinds of problems.

7. Certain students have no respect
for other students.

8. Certain students work only with
their close friends.

Additional
Loading

Scale and

Name Loading (Factor Number)

Cohesiveness ".33

Cohesiveness -.40

Diversity ''.40

Diversity

Diversity °.47

Diversity .37

Friction "..39

Cliqueness

9. Some groups of students work to-
gether regardless of what the
others in the classes are doing. Cliqueness

10. A few of the class members always
try to do better than the others. Competitiveness -.46
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Item

1. Students are asked to follow
strict rules.

FACTOR 6
(Eigen Value=1.05)

Additional
Loading

Scale and

Name Loading (Factor Number)

Formality .35

2. Students do not have to hurry
to finish their work. Speed .39

3. Students are constantly challenged. Difficulty .30

4. Students in my classes tend to find
the work hard to do. Difficulty .37


